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I took a Fall 2022 sabbatical to explore evaluation research and continuous improvement at
award-winning colleges in order to improve and update our program review process — to align
with college needs, new accreditation standards, and emerging trends. My top findings:

1. Program Review is part of a larger system. To improve communication, collaboration,

effectiveness, and workload footprint, you need to rock to boat: update the full college

planning and evaluation system (not just Program Review)

2. Align and integrate: Strategic Plan, Indicators and Action Plan; College and Unit

Planning, Improvement and Evaluation; Budget planning

3. Focus on improvement: Improvement projects aimed at making a measurable

difference in student learning, student achievement, institutional effectiveness

4. Simplify. Make each party’s role eminently manageable; information in one place

5. Everyone on the same page.The best processes enjoy broad-based engagement

“This work is part of our culture. We know we are a top community college and it is a source of

pride with faculty and staff. We know to continue to be a top institution, we have to use that

data and look for continuous improvement opportunities.” -Renea Akin, West Kentucky

Community and Technical College

Conceptual image of findings/proposal

Integrate and focus all continuous improvement, including program review



Research Details

1. External Interviews: Continuous Improvement at 6 Aspen-Recognized
Colleges

I conducted interviews with strategic planning professionals at colleges that were

finalists/winners of the 2021 and 2023 Aspen Institute Prize for Community College Excellence.

Each institution had similarities to our own college, whether designated as an Hispanic Serving

Institution and/or supporting a similarly moderate-sized city/district. My theory of change: an

effective continuous improvement process positions a college to excel in helping its students

persist, complete credentials, and achieve living wages.

● Amarillo College, Amarillo, TX (AC)

● Broward College, Fort Lauderdale, FL (BC)

● Moorpark College, Moorpark, CA (MC)

● San Antonio College, San Antonio, TX (SAC)

● South Puget Sound Community College, Olympia, WA (SPSCC)

● West Kentucky Community and Technical College, Paducah, KY (WKCTC)

Top common continuous planning process features

All six colleges:

● Make/show a measurable difference: the focus of assessment and planning

● Review/tie directly to strategic themes/metrics

● Centralize communication/tools

● Feedback/Action Plans with follow-up to “close the loop” on plans.
Examples:
○ Feedback/support from strategic planners/teaching and learning

leaders/supervisors/leaders
○ Meetings with college leaders
○ Report cards
○ Rubric-based review/feedback from committee

Five out of six colleges

● Units chose improvement projects; may request budget support/indicate budget need
(5/6)

● Evaluation (Program Review/Program Health/Metrics summary) separate from
Continuous Improvement Process (plans/results/next steps) (5/6)
○ Evaluation results in a report card, memo, or action plan
○ Evaluation results in decision: Grow, Sustain, Fix, Sunset

https://highered.aspeninstitute.org/aspen-prize/


More details by college, including number of colleges reflecting each theme:

● “Make/show a measurable difference” is the focus of continuous improvement
processes (6) (4 by unit: WKCTC, SAC, AC, BC; 2 by college: MC, SPSCC)

● Centralized communication: the system, language, where to get data/forms, data
format, and purpose of planning/tie to strategic plan (6)

● Review/tie process and projects to strategic themes/metrics and improvement (6)
○ Some (3; WKTCC, BC, AC) use only a few metrics in unit planning, leaving other

data/metrics to review for program review/evaluation process
○ Some (3; WKTCC, BC, AC) ask units to plan their own metrics/data collection in

alignment with strategic plan
○ WKTCC does not require review of standard data in its continuous improvement

process; only in program review. For annual continuous improvement, they
instead ask units to decide what they want to work on to improve; only
requirement is that the improvement must be connected to the institutional
indicators. Units collect their own data to see how well their project worked and
follow-up with changes/updates.

● Leadership Feedback/Action Plans with follow-up (6) (5 by unit: MC, WKCTC, SAC, AC,
BC; 1 by college: SPSCC)

Feedback/support from office governing strategic planning, learning outcomes
assessments, and/or supervisors (5) (WKCTC, SAC, AC, BC, MC)

Report cards in response to submitted plans (2) (SAC, AC)
Committee evaluation/feedback using rubric (1) (SAC)
Meetings with college leaders (3) (MC, AC, BC)

● Units can request budgetary support for their improvement ideas (5) (All but SPSCC).
SPSCC and MC connect institution-wide planning processes with budget planning.

● Evaluation (Program Review/Program Health/metrics summary) separate from
continuous improvement process (plan/results/change) (5) (MC, WKCTC, SAC, AC, BC)

○ Evaluation results in a report card (1) (AC)
○ Evaluation results in “grade”/action plan: Grow, Sustain, Fix, Sunset (2) (BC, MC)

Additional Themes/Observations
● Standard Data reviewed

Enrollment
Outcomes Assessment
Successful course completion
Retention
Transfer
Credential Completion (including successful degree completion at transfer destinations )



Additional data interests
Summary equity gap metrics (e.g. range between performance of different groups)
Average # of credits students take before earning a two-year degree
Transferability
% of GE courses transferable to major
Student experience/focus groups

● WKCTC and Moorpark called out favoring investment in professional development in
researched best practices to improve student success metrics.

● In terms of planning, two outliers of the six peer institutions I connected with are
Moorpark and South Puget Sound, which work as a college, and not by unit, to
develop/track plans for institutional indicator improvement.

Moorpark focuses unit review on state/accreditation compliance. It puts the majority of
its efforts towards 1) following and/or doing research on practices and adopting
promising practices and 2) ensuring units get meetings with leadership every three years
to review status/aspirations and . Coupled with this is an annual collegewide
budget/indicators review process, where everyone collegewide is invited to weigh in on
how to improve metrics.

SPCCC focuses all work on improving metrics, and keeps track of progress through
spreadsheets that are reviewed in groups (departments, divisions) at least twice a year
in time for a college-wide progress update. Individual unit plans are integrated into the
college operational plan. They have just begun an outcomes assessment 3-year cycle
review process, piloted last year, for each individual academic area.

A third slightly less structured system was at WKCTC. The strategic planning department
charges everyone with making improvements, and focusing their improvements.
Academic units do both operational plans and assessment plans. They do this work
every year, and are charged with collecting data on whatever their plan is to show
improvement in, aligned with institutional metrics. Standard data reviewed for program
review, required by the state.

2. Readings/Course Themes

Guiding Concepts

Evaluation as Partner to Activity
Refines strategy
Drives adaptation to changes
Responsive



Specifies the change you want to see
Centers continuous inquiry

Improvement is iterative
Revise plans and strategies as you go - not necessarily a set beginning and end point
Evaluation as improvement guide

Design for Majority in the Middle
Design processes so they are effective for the middle - not the overachievers, because

they’ll achieve anyway, and not the nay-sayers, because they nay-say anyway. Middle is where
most people live and work, and they become the base for fueling buy-in.

Leaders Play Key Role
For an organization to benefit from accreditation-required processes and accreditation

itself, leaders play a critical role. They align to help craft and then continuously convey a
centralized message and emphasize everyone’s involvement:

● Accreditation/Strategic Planning/Unit Review connected and valuable
● Accreditation provides valuable feedback that helps us do a good job for our

community/students
● Taking action to address accreditation principles and recommendations helps us improve

Use Comparisons
Peers
Historical performance
Randomized controlled trial research, if possible

Change theory supports effective design
Theory of Change: articulated assumptions underlying how the activity you design might

result in quality/improvements
Consider context
Employ existing assets
Articulating your theory of change is an increasingly important component in grant

proposals. Funders ask how change will happen.

Design Principles

Show connections between parts
Show how institutional, initiative, and unit planning evaluation align
Backwards design - where do you want to end up?
Draw concept models

Focus using research questions/goals
What are you trying to change?
What do you hope to achieve?



Avoid too general questions, reports, or data without framework

Mixed research methods yield best information
Qualitative research design - interviews, theme summaries
Indicators helpful and limited. Keep in mind they don’t represent a full picture
Quantitative research provides helpful information even if it doesn’t meet gold standard
of randomized controlled trials

Research Sources
Interviews

Akin, Renae. Vice President, Academic Affairs, West Kentucky Community and Technical College,

Paducah, KY. July 15, 2022.

Babb, Tina. Executive Director, Institutional Effectiveness, Amarillo College, Amarillo, TX.

November 30, 2022.

Bespalov, Oleg. Dean, Institutional Effectiveness, Moorpark College, Moorpark, CA, December

1, 2022.

Coronado, Ester. Interim Director, Strategic Initiatives, Integrated Planning and Performance

Excellence, San Antonio College, San Antonio, TX. July 13, 2022.

Gibson, Kandeice. Senior Director, Institutional Planning and Effectiveness, Broward College,
Fort Lauderdale, FL. December 1, 2022.

Tuia, Jennifer, Director of Institutional Research and Heather Ryan, Director of Student Learning

Assessment. South Puget Sound Community College, Olympia, WA. December 5, 2022.
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